overview planets solar system exploration nasa science - eyes on the solar system lets you explore the planets their moons asteroids comets and the spacecraft exploring them from 1950 to 2050 ride with the curiosity rover as it lands on mars or fly by pluto with the new horizons spacecraft all from the comfort of your home computer, solar system facts a guide to things orbiting our sun - the solar system is made up of the sun and everything that orbits around it including planets moons asteroids comets and meteoroids, solar system astronomy for kids - our solar neighborhood is an exciting place the solar system is full of planets moons asteroids comets minor planets and many other exciting objects learn about io the explosive moon or orbit the planet jupiter or explore the gigantic canyons and deserts on mars, the solar system planets in our solar system pictures - our solar system includes the sun and the planetary system revolving around it a planetary system is a group of non stellar objects planets dwarf planets moons asteroids meteoroids comets and cosmic dust that orbit around a star the sun is classified as a star, an overview of the solar system it s alignment and pictures - traditionally the solar system has been divided into planets the big bodies orbiting the sun their satellites a k a moons variously sized objects orbiting the planets asteroids small dense objects orbiting the sun and comets small icy objects with highly eccentric orbits, solar system 101 national geographic - how many planets are in the solar system how did it form in the milky way galaxy learn facts about the solar system s genesis plus its planets moons and asteroids, starchild the solar system - that means it is shaped like an egg the sun is in the center of the solar system our solar system is always in motion eight known planets and their moons along with comets asteroids and other space objects orbit the sun the sun is the biggest object in our solar system it contains more than 99 of the solar system s mass, exploring our solar system planets and space for kids freeschool - from the sun to why poor pluto is no longer considered a planet come along for a ride across the solar system and learn a ton of cool facts about solar system freeschool is great for kids